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THROUGH THE DEFENCES OF GERMANY

Our bomber crews MEt and overcame very hea vy enemy fighter opposition in

last night's operations.

All the defence areas on the route went into action* Fighters were, in the

air far away from the target zones .and many fighters wore in waiting over the

main target itself. The bomber crews reported that the ground gunners kept
their fire down while the German fighters were on -patrol overhead.

Higher still, above the bombers, enemy aircraft dropped’ flares to assist

Messerschmitts and Junkers waiting for a. chance to intercept. Searchlights,

working whether singly or in cones of 30 beams, tried to pick up our aircraft

from below.

The ground gunners throughout played a comparatively minor role in the defence,
and as the weight of the attack increased the enemy A*A* wavered and began to die

down*

One Lancater which took part in the raid was attacked five times by fighters*
"we were running up to the target" said Sgt* W.R. Hutte of Mudlee, N.S. Wales, a

rear gunner, "when we saw the first one, a single—engined aircraft* I fired a

burst at it, and it turned away and went into a dive, S on afterwards a. twin-engined

fighter attacked us and the mid-upper gunner and I both fired and it broke away

without replying, We opened fire again when another twin-engined fighter came up

on the starboard bow and then disappeared underneath the flak. We frightened off

yet another fighter and then the last of them suddenly appeared mid-astern* I let

it get very close to us and when I got it right in my sights I let it have a long
burst* It broke away from us and that was the last we saw of it".

Many other crows reported that they were attacked by fighters over Germany*
A Halifax was attacked by four of the enemy and shot down one of them, a Junkers 88*

The crew saw the fighter’s starboard engine shot away, and the enemy went down

in flames. Another Halifax shot down a Messerschmitt 109* Stirlings destroyed at

least two enemy fighters.


